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1. Introduction 

An important linear accelerator requirement, in 
order to demonstrate narrow energy spectra, i b  the 
injection of electron bunches of narrow phase spread 
and negligible inter-bunch current. This can be 
achieved by r-f transverse modulation and clipping of 
the beam by an aperhwe prior to injection into the 
accelerator waveguide, 1. e., chopper opemtion. By 
magnetically bia8Lng the beam to one aide of the center- 
line, it is possible to arrange for transmiseion into the 
accelerator at a time during each r-f cycle when the 
radial momentum imparted to the beam by the chopper 
cavity is passing through zero. The low efficiency of 
beam utilization normally associated with this type of 
operation, because of the high ratio of collected to 
transmitted current, can be considerably improved by 
combining the transverse chopping action with a suit- 
ably phased longitudinal velocity modulating field' as 
obtained from a simple prebunching cavity. 

Transverse r-f deflection techniques also enable 
sub-harmonic bunch selection and injection into linear 
accelerators which are used as infectors for electron 
synchrotrons. This is achieved by driving the chopper 
cavity at the same frequency as the synchrotron r-f 
system (which is maintained at a precise sub-multiple 
of the linear accelerator fundamental frequency) and 
then prebunching the chopped beam at the fundamental 
frequency prior to injection into the linear accelerator? 

2. Microwave Characteristics 

A natural choice for the r-f deflector in a linear 
accelerator injection system is a resonant cavity of 
small dimensions which can be located in a narrow 
r e n n  adjacent to the gun anode. Preferably, the Q 
should be high enough to provide adequate deflection 
sensitivity a t  a relatively low drive level but not as 
high as to cause significant beam deflection variations 
due to small thermal or input power fluctuations. 

An electron beam traversing a cavity at right angles 
to the r-f electric field wlll tend to undergo a net zero 
deflection because of the compensating effect of the 
associated r-f magnetic fleld? On the other hand, 
cavities which present purely transverse magnetic 
fields to the beam offer a simple means of achieving 
particle deflection. Although the magnetic deflecting - force is a function of the electron energy, the net 

- - - - - - -  

transverse momentum imparted by the magnetic field 
(neglecting transit time) wlll be independent of axial 
velocity (refer to Equation (3.3)). Thus the beam 
deflection, and therefore the resulting current trans- 
mitted through a clipping aperture, will be less 
affected by gun voltage rkpple than in a comparable 
system using pure transverse electric deflection. 

interested in determining 
For beam deflection applications, we are primarily 

(a) the location of maximum H field in the cavity, 

(b) the gradient of the field at this location and over 
a short distance orthorgonal to the field lines 
(i. e., in the transverse deflection path of the 
beam) v 

(c) the wall lossea required to establish a given 

(d) the cavity quality factor Q so that the response of 

magnetic field strength, and, 

the system to thermal and r-f variations can be 
assessed. 

The location and gradient of the magnetic fields can be 
determined from the field equations. and a close 
approximation to the power loss - magnetic fleld 
strength relationship can be obtained by considering 
the ideal conductor peak current surface densities JA 
(a8 determined from the tangential magnetic fields) 
and applying these to walls of known surface resistivity 
(R,) and area (A), Le., 

where PL is the power loss averaged over the r-f 
cycle. The line integral of magnetic field, taken 
around a path which borders on the conducting walls 
and then extends to infinity, can be equated to the 
enclosed conduction current; and since and w are 
orthogonal. we can write in  vector form, 

T = i i x R  (2.2) 

where n is a unit vector pointing perpendicularly out- 
ward from the conducting surface and 
magnetic field a t  the surface. Thus, from Equation 
(2.1) we obtain the basic relationship between the 
power loss in the walls and the time oscillating mag- 
netic fleld, 

is the 



t 

. ., 

The field equations also enable the cavity stored energy 
(U) to be evaluated from the volume integrals 

or . 
(2.4) 

since the total energy is stored within both the E and H 
fields, and when one is a maximum, the other is zero. 

Finally, from a knowledge of PL and U, the quality 
factor Q can be determined from the well known rela- 
tionship between stored energy ahd average power loss 
per cycle, 

(2.5) 
Q = -  w u  

2 . 1  General Expressions for the Electric 
and Magnetic Fields 

T w  simple cavities which offer the desired type of 
field distribution are the pill k x  and sectionallzed 
rectangular waveguide operating in  the dominant mode 
as shown in Figure 1. The cavities have been oriented 
such that the magnetic fields will be bansverse and the 
electric field parallel to a longitudinally directed beam. 
Both cavities have magnetic fields surrounding the 
displacement current represented by the time varying 
electric field which is a mrudmum (E,) on axis and falls 
to zero at the conducting walls. In the case of the pill 
box cavity, the fleld components rernainxxnstant in 
both the azimuthal and axial directions; whereas in the 
r&t&&uEr' &viV the field components are constant 
only in the axla1 dirbction. 

In keeping with .convenUon the rectangular cavity can 
be considered as a portlon of waveguide which normally 
haa a transverse electric field propagating in  the p 
direction but with reflecting planes introduced with Ag/2 
separation to satisfy the cavity condition of zeto elec- 
tr ic field at the walls. Thus for this case and with the 
mode defined as the number of half wave variations in 
the x, y, z directions, we obtain 

. re 

The circular cavity mode is described in the azimuthal. 
radial and axial directions, respectively, as 

= TMOIO T M h  = T M  4rz . 

?hem conventions will be referred to again when deal- 
e fields later h this section . .r 

It has been shown"' that resonant frequencies of the 
normal-mode fields for a right circular cylinder are 
expressed in terms of Bessel function roots such that 
the free space wavelength of the resonant frequency is 

For TM modes, .the Pmn integers are defined by the H 
field components; and x h  is the mth root of Jp(kca) =0, 
where k, is the propagation constant at the cut-off 
wavelength. Also, the field equations are defined in 
Bessel and trigonometric functions such that for  the TRI 
comwnents that will be of interest in the following dis- 
cussion (n = 0) we have 

= E J (k r)(AsinP+ + BcosP@) COS h nn z (2.7) 
E Z  o f  c 

H = - j 7 EO J '(k r)(Asinl$ + Bcoslb)cos y , i 2 . B )  
$ I C  

12.9) Eo L - Jf(kcr) (AcosP@ - BsinPq) cos - n r  z 
Hr ', kcr h 

where A and B are constants determined by the mode 
o rientation 

For P = 0, A = 0 and 

For P = 1, A = 1 and 

and 

For the TEmp modes of a rectangular resonator the 
propagation constants are given by 

(2.10) 

and 

The associated field components are expressed in trig- 
onometric terms such that for the "IE modes of interest 
(n = 0) we have 

c 
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n'rrx cos !!!Y sin (2.13) I1 = c cos - 
z a h d 

. .  
112 a m  Hx = - C sin - a cos - d (2.20) 

C m r  
H~ = - - (-) (,>sin cos cos 7 (2.14) 

kc2 a 

and 

2ad A =  
O m 7  

(2.21) 
and 

These equations show that the peak magnetic fields %z 
and 
that, at x = 0 and a, and z = d/2, . 

occur immediately adjacent to the walls such 
2.2 Comparison of TMolo and TElol  

Deflection Field Characteristics 
(2.22) 

The fleld distributions for these simple dominant 
modes (see Ngure 1) may be derived by considering 
the standing wave pattern produced (a) in the cylindrical 
cavity by inward and outward radially propagated waves 
and (b) in  the rectangular cavity by the reflections 
between end walls separated by d = Ad2. 

and at z = 0 and d, and x = a/2, 

Bxl'Boxl' d IHozl (2.23) 

Equation (2.23) reveals an interesting feature of the 
TEIOl cavity in that with the exception of a square 
geometry (a - d) the magnetic field strength alongside 
the center of the long walls will always be more - intense than at the center of the short walls. The 
beam centerline l o c a t i ~ ~ ,  for maximum deflection, 
corresponding to hz and hX are shown as e~~ and 
em, respectively, in Figure l(b). In practice, in 
order to take full advantage of the field maxima adja- 
cent to the wall surface, a small protuberance in the 
wall, parallel to the surface currents, can be provided 
to avoid beam collision during that portion of each r-f 
cycle in whfch the beam is being deflected toward the 
wall. 

2.2.1 Field Distributions. For the TMo io  mode, 
substituting L = 0, m = 1, and n = 0 into Equations(2.7), 
(2.8) and (2.9) gives 

E = E J ( k r )  (2.15) z 0 0 0  

(2.16) 

as the only field componemts. r) is the intrinsic imped- 
ance of the medium ( r )  = W = 120n ohm in free 
space). In order to satisfy the boundary condition in 
this dominant mode, zero electric field tangential to 
the wall at r = a, the flrst  root of the Jo Bessel function 
determines the relationship between the propagation 
constant (k) and cavity radius (a), i . e. , k$ = 2.405 
which leads to the well b w n  resonance requirement 

EO 
tib = j J (k 1') l c  

The Figure 2 graphs show magnetic field strength 
distributions in the directions of beam deflection H+(r),  
H,(x), and H#), plotted against the respective semi- 
cavity dimemions a, x/2, and z/2 and normalized for 
equal maxima. 

by evaluating the cavity wall losses and interpreting 
them in terms of the maximum magnetic ffeld strength 
produced by a given level of r-f power coupled in from 
an external generator. The TElOl wall loss calcula- 
tions can be simplified if we modify the magnetic field 
equations as follows: 

From Equations (2.18) and (2.22) the maximum 
electric field (E,) at x = a/2 and z = d/2 is given by 

A comparison of more practical value can be obtained A. = 2.61a '.. (2.17) 

The radial variation of H+ is shown plo#ed in 
Figure 2. It increases in magnitude from zero on axis 
to a maxlmum value (H+& at r~ - 0.7860 and then 
falls to 0.892€i+~ at the cavity wall. This ~uggeste  
that, for maxlmum deflection sensitivity, a beam trav- 
ersal hole or radial slot should be located at radius rM 
as shown by 

The "El01 mode flald components 
are obtained by substituting m = 1, n 

in  Figure l(a) . 

Equations (2.10) - (2.14) giving, 
a Eo = - jwpH 02 - n .*.E 0 = - ,j H~~ (2.24) 

0 

(2.18) a nx nz E = - fwpC ; sin - sin - Y a d Substituting for hz Fa Ruations (2.19) and (2.20) we 
obtain 

UZ 
d H~ = c c o s  'sin - (2.19) nx TZ cos - sin - - A. Eo 

H Z - G 2 a  a d (2.25) 
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HZ - sin - cos - , ! T  2d a d (2.26) 
xo Eo Irx Hx - 

2.2 .2  Evaluation of Wall Losses. For the T Q 1 o  
mode using Equations (2.3) and (2.16) the losses in the 
flat end caps can be written as 

(2.27) 

0 

To evaluate tbis integral, referring to R. V. Churchill 
"Fourier Series and Boundary Value Problems, 1941, 
page 162, 

" 
(2.28) 

Also, since 

But to satisfy the boundary condttions for resonance 
(see Eguations (2.16) and (2.17)) Jo(kca) must equal 
zero. giving 

J ( k  a) =2J (k a) 2 c (kca) 1 c 

Substituting this in Equation (2.28) @VeS 

0 

which when substituted into Equation (2.27) gives the 
loss in the end caps as 

~ ~ - . ..:- 

Similarly, for the losses in  the circumferential wall, 

The total losses in the cavity can now be obtained from 
Equations (2.30) and (2.31) to give 

- 
pL - + pLw 

The PLC and PLW equations also enable the distribution 
of losses between the wall and the end caps to be deter- 
mined. Information of this nature assists in cooling 
design and h the selection of materials for the control 
of cavity Q. From the above equations we obtain the 
simple and useful relationship. 

- = -  'L\V h 
a LE 

(2.33) 

Finally, an expression relating the maximum magnetic 
field and r-f power for the TMolo mode can be obtained 
from Equations (2.16) and (2.32) such that 

J 2(k a) 

L ' @ J,2(k$) 
P = nR H (a2 + ah) 

and for 

A similar procedure can be used for the TElOl 
cavity to evaluate the losses in the six internal surfaces. 
There are equal and opposite charges on the %am 
inlet" and ?beam outlet" end walls, and the resulting 
circulating conduction currenta have rsdial flow patterns 
from the center of these walls (initially) which become 
parallel in the side walls. From Equation (2.3) and 
Figure l(b), 
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d a  1 

and substituting for HZ and HX from Equations (2.25) 
and (2.26) 

The peak mou_rie+i%: iidd can be related to the r-f power 
by wing Equattonrr (2.24) and (2.23) b give 

2 

PI, 

Hoz 4d2 
(2.36) 

--- = -- 
Rs [2h(a3 + d3) + ad(a2 + d2;) 

2 .2 .3  Comparison of Optimized Magn etic Neld 
--- Maxlma. The "Mol0 and TEIO1 magnetlc fleld 
strengths can now be compared on the practical basis 
of 

(a) the same '8" dimension along thu beam center- 

(b) the same r-f power and frequency, 
line, 

(e) the same cavity material. 
Because the l'a,rt dimeanion in tLs Thioio node is 
determined by A,, only, the choice of an W 1  dimemeion 
allows the maximum !a& of the deflmtion factor 

to be uniquely defined. "his can be expreaeed in &, 
normalized dimensions, w i n g  Equation (2 .M), PB 

n 

It abonld be notad that the eurfoce resistivity Re i o  a 
function of A,, and ir de5ned by the material conductiv- 
ity (u) and sun depth (6) 80, 

For copper u = 5.80 x lo7 mhoa per meter and 
p = 4 r x henry0 per meter, 

For a givm "h" dimendon in the TElO1 mode, bow- 
war, the "as" and "dl' Binendons can be varied over a 
wide rvnge while dill aatinfying the Equation (2.21) 
condition for waonance, i.e., 

(2.40) 

Thus, becawsthe 

(H2/PL) 

d$k&Alra factoxs will vary acoorclbgly, 8 meaningful 
compariemn with tho uniquely defined TMoio maxim- 
flsld reqdrea that the TEiol optlmum a/d ratio aondi- 
tionr be i n p c w ~ .  Eqmtionr (2. Sg and (2.36) 
rugged the arsiatsncg of an optimum condition bcauae 
UI initial reduction of 'k" with reope& to "d" will caue 
%E to inareaw. Too large a reduction, however, will 
r e d t  h &IC& field8 &e to the rapid third order 
growth of 'W. 

bfflng F equal the right hand rid. of Equation (2.38) 
we have 

wbfch leadm to 

a412h[-1+2 ($ + q:)7+ (t)' + 

[2h(a3 + d') + &a2 + d 
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Thus, for a maximum or minimum, setting the numer- 
ator of this expression to rem, normalizing to b, and 
substltltuting from Equation (2.39) gims 

3 [ - 1 + 2 ( 3  3 + 3 (:)I= 
AO 

Tbe TEIOl mode optimum a/d rotto, obtained frdh 
the solution of Equation (2.41). bar been plotted wst 
It& a8 &own by curve A Figure 9. This ourveindt- 
cptsl, that the optimum ratio io a slow functlon of the 
W1 dlmeneion having d d  -8 of 0.609, 0.626 and 
0.632 for a/b value8 of 0.152, 0.529 and 0.429, 
rsrrpectlvely. Infomatlon of tMs nature rubsMtttutsd 
into Equatfon (2.56) e d l e s  the maximum value of 

to be det%nnined. 
The advantage of the optimally dimenoion& TE101 

cavity over the other c o n p l g ~ ~ t i ~ ~  is clearly indtcated 
by eompadsoh of the 
maxima optlrtizkd aa dism~aed above rrd Ustad in 
Table I for a range of h/& valuer. Corresponding 
magnetic field maxima for  T E l o l  %quare" cuvities 
(a = d) are also lleted h Table I. 

A rcaled comparison of the magnetic field gradients 
in the direction of beam defleclion, Ht(x), Wz) and. 
H#(r)* ir shown in Figure 4 for h& - 0.329. 'Ibeaa 
CUNBS llbow that, for the m e  power and freqwqy, 
ths maximuin deflecting magnetla flew for tho 
ud l'squamlt TElOl cavities are 75 and 89.5 per cent, 
mspecUvely, of the optimized TE101 magnetic field 
maximum. 

and TElOl magnetlo flHd . 

Application of the above theory to an actual de- 
problem will clarify the hrma and aed6t the reader in 
defhing the Mi ts .  For curample, let w assume a 
matched TE101 copper caviw operating at 2866 Mii?, 
with a peak r-f input power of 1 kW. For ths optinrum 
a/d ratio and a value of h/Ao = .152 (h = 1.00 cm) what 
ie the maximum theoretical value of %M? 

From Toble I and Equation (2.39) we have, ' 

It should be noted that this value of fleld ir based upon 
a theoretical loss calculation which, as explained in an 
earlier eection, is related to eeveral assumptions 
ooncedng a perfect conductor. In practice the cavity 
losees are invariably higher, eometimea up to 20 per , 
cent, depending on the matahing and fabrication tech- 
nique; and this causes a reduction of the theoretical 
fleld value (-10%). Furthermore, the indicated values 
of 'Wc and W1 for a given &, are slightly modified 
in practice to allow for the detunlng effects of beam 
aperture geometry, multipactor suppression treatment, 
niodtoring &vices, eti: . 

Referring agah to Table I* reduction af the magnetic 
fleld factors with increasing h/h, for the aame mode 
ohould not be regarded as a dinadvautage from the 
overall point of view of beam deflection. As will be 
rhoh  iris later beQtion, for a given beam energy, the 
deflection &le is a funotion of the integrated magnetic 
fiald experienced by the particle during trav- 
ersal through the cavity, Le., a product of the cavity 
'11" dimension, and the traadt time and phase corrected 
value of magnetic fleld. Z%w a cavlty witb a large "hh" 
value can bet a very effldent deflector even though Its  

factorair low. 
An important practical aspect which may influence 

.the above opttmlzatlo:! procxdure and which should be 
given cal.aul considemtion is the cavity quality factor 
8. 

2.2.4 Evaluation and Wacuesion of 9. A knowledge 
of the avfty stored energy md 1080 e M b b  the Q to be 
determined from Equation (2.5). For the TMo10 mode, 
using 4uatLons (2.4) and (2.15) the stored energy 
maxima can be expressed as 

- _  a 
= 5 h I I E Z 1 2 2 r r d r  = 2 U €  Eo 2 2  a hJ1 2 (ka) (2.42) 

'M 2 

andsubrtituting Eqwtions (2.42) and(2.32) into (2.5) 
gives 

- 4 .  

huation (2.171 enable's this to be simplified' such that 

Q1ts = - 453 MKS (2.43) 
4.52 HZM = - 

(; + 1) 
= 4800 amp per  meter 

4x 2 

10 

= 60 gauss 

.'.B=480Ox--;i w.&rper meter 
which for copper cavities reduces to 
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1oy.x-  

[E + 1) 
MKS (2.44) 

Q=- 0 

The volume integral of the electric fleld Equation (2.18) 
gives the TE101 mode maximum stored energy as 

U M ' 7  Eahd Eo 2 
(2.45) 

and by combining this with the loss Equation (2.35) 

The variation of QRs with cavity length (h/Ao) for the 
TMOlo mode is shown as curve A in Figure 5 and the 
TElOl mode QR, has been plotted against (aho) i n  
Figure 6 for three specific values of (h/ib). These 
curves indicate that the T M o ~ o  Q values remain =me- 
what higher (5 to 10 per cent) than the values for the 
correspondhg optimally dimensioned TElo1 .cavities 
over a range of Who. &me typical values have been 
listed in 'hbie II. For the cavity examples shown in 
Ngure 4, with h/h, = 0.329, the QRs curvas indicate 
Q'a of -15,000 for copper surfaces and a frequency of 
2856 MHz. Q values of this magnitude are uaually 
undedrable in practtcn hecauluaa highly stable frequency 
and temperature control systems are essential if 
tsoublemme variations ot the beam deflection are to be 
avoided. Even if these objections were overcome, a 
more serious disadvantage becomes apparent when, for 
pulsed systems. the excitation time of the cavity is con- 
sidered. For example, the rate of build-up of magnetic 
(or electric) field strength can be expressed a s  

-~t /2Q,  
H t = H o  1 - e  ) (2.47) ( 

where Ho is the steady-state field, Ht is the field 
strength at  time after the star t  of excitation and 
Q, is the loaded Q of the cavity which equals, Qo/2 
for matched conditions. If we disregard the mis- 
match reflection effects, due to the retarded impedance 
growth during build-up, then with a Qo of 15,000 a t  
2856 MHz the magnetic field will require 2 .5  psec for 
build-up to the 95 per cent level. At 1300 MHz a 
cavity. of 15,000 
the 95 per  cent level. Figure 7 shows a typical build- 
up characteristic for the magnetic field strength in 
a matched cavity of 10,000 operating at  2856 MHz. 
The build-up time (t) at  any other frequency and/or 

can be obtatned by modifying the time (k) given 
by the Figure 7 curve as follows: 

will take 5 .5  psec to build-up to 

' 0  2856 t = t c x -  x- 
104 f ( M w  

In genernl, a build-up time of several microseconds, 
= 15,000 example, is unacceptable as for  the above 

for accelerator injector cavities (choppers and pre- 
bunchere) which receive pulsed drive power from the 
same r-f mume as the waveguide sections. optimum 
accelerator operation often requires the injection of a 
steady-state beam shortly after commendng application 
of the r-f pulse power to the waveguide sections. 
Under these drcumetances the chopper and/or pre- 
buncher cavity build-up times must be less than the 
waveguide f.iIl-time, e.g. , of the order of 0 . 3  psec a t  
S-band. The magnetic 5eld build-up problem becomes 
even more acute for systems that require bunch selec- 
tion udng chopper cavities which operate at a sub- 
multiple of the accelerator frequency; say476 MHz to 
provide 1 bunch in 6 at 2856 MHz. Clearly in this case, 
with build-up times of the order of  20 psec,  pre- 
excitation with a long r-f pulse width i s  required. 

A technique commonly used to ensure short transient 
times of a few tenths of a microsecond at S-band is the 
aggrandizement of cavity losees such that Q < 2000. 
This is achieved by constructing the cavity (fully or 
partially) with stainless ateel surfaces o r  by using 
lossy coating In addition to lowering Q. 
the time to reach a given field strength can be reduced 
by arranging for a cavity coupling factor i3 > 1. For a 
given field strength, however, both techniques require 
increased levels of drive power to supply the additional 
wall, reflection, and (in some cases) isolation losses. 

If the build-up time restriction to Q were removed, 
the higher more naturally available 8's and magnetic 
fields could be exploited up to the pkct ical  limits of 
frequency stability. "his argues strongly in favor of 
transverse deflection cavities for CW operation of 
linear accelerators, narrow band-pass r-f generators, 
etc. , using beam scanning, chopping and/or rotating 
techniques. Two important advantages (probably vital, 
with high Q cavities) of this type of operation are (a) 
the higher degree of system stability inherent with CW 
operation and (b) the ease of providing a highly sensi- 
Yve feedback control system. 

Tbe manner in which the TElOl cavity deflecting 
magnetic field varies with a/% for a given r-f power 
level and frequency is shown plotted in Figure 6 for 
h/Xo = 0.152, 0.329 and 0.429. These curves indicate 
that selection of the optimum (a/d) ratio, rather than 
the "squaret1 condition (a = d) , not only provides the 
highest magnetic dield but also results in a lowering of 
the Q value. 
Because the particle deflection is proportional to the 

product of magnetic fleld and a function of the cavity 
%h" dimension (see Equation (3.12) in a later section), 
for mme applications it will be advantageous to trade- 
off maximum magnetic fleld and minimum transit time 
for larger ?hh" and Q values. 

parameters for a deflection cavity requires 
In brief Rumrnary then, optimization of the microwave 
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2,3.1 Field Dlstributions. using the 00- 
ordinates as in Figure 1, the "Mi lo  flelds of interest 
can be obtained by SubstitutingI = 1, m = 1, and n = 0 
B muations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) to give 

EZ = EoJl(kcr)sin@ (2.49) 

(2.50) EO H9 = - j 11 J1(k r)sincp 1 c  

Eo J1(kcr) 

kc 
H r = 1 7 -  cos Q (2.51) 

Also from Equation (2.6) by subetituting x h  * 3.83 as 
the flrst  root of J1(k+) = 0 we obtain the remnant con- 
dition 

= 1.64a (2.52) 

The field aqqtions provide an interesting description of 
the azimuthal and radial variation of magnetic field 
which is not immediately apparent from inspection ~f 
Ngure 8(a). For example, 

(a) when = n h - o r  W 2 ,  H+* a m H m u m  value 
(H+M) at r = 0 and an.acumpnying.but lower 
secondary peak, of oppo'site.polarity, .at 
r = 0 . 9 1 8 ~  Also, H+ falls to zero at r = 0.481a 
and is 80.5 per cent of H+M a t  r = a. 

(a) establishing the largest permissible l'hh" dimen- 
sion and Q, (the former is usually dependent 
upon beam pemeance, transit time and syetem 
l a p u t  MEtri&Ons) a d  

(b) selecting the most efflcient mode and csdiy 
dlmensions to provide the beet combination of 
minimrun beam aberration and a maximum 
H ~ / P =  factor. 

2.3 Comparison of TMllO and TE102 Deflection 
Field Characteristics 

The TMolo and TE1O1 magnetic field gradient6 in the 
direction of beam deflection are asymmetrical on either 
side of the undeflectgd beam position (H maxima). For 
the TMolo mode this is a small effect and if necesaary 
can be easily cofiectad by a slight radial inward move- 
ment of the beam center-line from the BH+ position 
shown in Figure l(a). With the TElOl distribution, 
however, (see Flgure 2) large beam cross-sections o r  
deflection angles could result in aberrations that may 
be unacceptable. Two examples of beam deflecting 
higher order modes, which offer symmetric H field 
gradients, are the TMlio and TE102 shown in Figure 8. 
It will be of interest to study the deflection character- 
istics of these higher order modes and compare them 
with those of the dominant modes. 

(b) When Q = 0 or  T, H+ is zero for all values of r. 

(c) Hr is zero for all value6 of r when 9 = r/2, 3*/2. 
(d) H, is always zero at r = a. 

including r = 0 .  

These field conditions suggest that, for puudmum de- 
flection sensitivity, the begm traversal hole (or slot) 
should be located at the axis of the cavity as shown i n  
Figure 8(a) by e ~ + ~ .  
The transverse magnetic field distributions Hr(r) in 

the = 0 plane and H+(r) in the 9 = 7r/2 plane have 
been plotted in Figure 9. After passing through zero, 
the H+(r) reverse polarity distribution follows 8 pattern 
similar fo *the dominant mode with a peak intensity just 
prior to reaching the cavity wall. The magnetic fleld 
reveraa1,pointe defined by the polar co-ord i~ tes  
r = 0.48la. Q = r/2, and 3r/2, represent regions of 
maximum electric field strength with equal and opposite 
lrztr directed vectors of magnitude given by Equations 
(2.49) and,(2.52) 

E ~ M  = "oJl (7r *) 481 * 0.582 Eo 

The fig& 9 curves indicate that the TMl lO mode has 
excellent aberration - free characteristics over a large 
central w o n  of the cavity. The maximum variation 
of transverse magnetic field is lese than 5 per cent for 
beam diameters up to 0.1 Ao. The contour sketches of 
Figure 9 show polar plots of H+ and H,, end the minor 
distortion of the resultant magnetic field M about 
r = 0 reveale the aberration - free qualities of the 
mode. At r = 0 the resultant field can be expressed as 

The TE102 fleld components are obtained by sybstitut- 
ing.m = 1, n = 0 ,  and p = 2 into Equations (2.10) - (2.14) 
and using Equation (2.24). giving 

A =-- ' (2.53) 

E = - j h 2a 11 Hozsin Rx sin :. " R Z  '(2.54) a d 
0 Y 

" r e  
d cos 3 sin - liz = tioz a (2.55) 

Unlike the angle centrally located TErOl electric field 
maxlma (Equation (2.18)). Equation (2.54) indicates 
two equal and oppositely directed electric field vectors 
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for  the TIC102 mode with maxima occurring at x = a h ,  
z = d / 4 .  and x = a/2. z = :k1/4. (See Figure a@).) The 
displacement currents, associated wlth these time 
varying E flelds, are surrounded by H fields which 
produce a pattern in the center of the cavity such that 

(a) % is the only component of magnetlc fleld, and 
ita maximum occurs at x = a h ,  z = d/2, 

(b) the H, fleld distribution is symmetric about We 
maximum podtion having a sinusoidal dependence 
in the 'W' direction, a cosinusoidal distribution in 
the l'zO direction, and a constant intensity in the 
,p,, dfrectlon. 

Thus, for deflection appllcations, a logical location for 
beam center-line is as shown by em in Figure B(b) . 
The resonance Equation (2.53) indicates that for equal 

frequencies, and the same 
mode, the TE102 caviw must have twice the "d" dimen- 
sion. AIao, Equations (2.55) and (2.56) show that the 
peak value8 of magnetic field are related by 

dimenrion as the TElOl 

lHoxl = ?iHozI (2.57) 

Because the TIC101 analysis lndlcated a strong pref- 
erence for H, rather than H, fields, and because of the 
absence of wall losses where the E fleld goes to zero at 
z = d/2, there is cause to belleve that thls higher order 
TE102 mode may possess different optlmizotiou char- 
acterlstlce than that of the domlnant mode. It le 
conceivable, for example, tbat if the symmetry char- 
acterlstice of the s ( ~ )  distrlbutlon are essential for a 
particular application, optimizing the cavity to pmduce 
a maximum 

faotor may result in a lower beam deflecting magnetlc 
fleld than the optimized maxlmum H, field at the walle 
of the cavity. Buestlone of thls nature can be resolved, 
as in the previous section, first by analyzing the higher 
order mode wall losses and then obtalning relationships 
between power loss and magnetic fleld strength. 

2.3.2 Evaluation of Wail  Losses. For the TMllO - mode, using Equations (2.3) and the circumferential 
field component Equation (2.50). the losses in the 
cyllndrical wall can be written 

(2.58) 

Similarly, for the losses in the end caps we have 

+ -  (EnD)I 
Since 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

Equatlons (2.58) and (2.60) reveal that the ratio of 
wall to end cap loasee is the aame as for the T Q 1 0  
mode, namely, 

'LW h 
a 

- = -  
PLE 

(2.61) 

Therefore, for the same frequency and 
the end cap losses for the TM11o mode will be 59 per 
cent higher (2.61/1.64) than the TMo10 cavity. 

dimension, 

The TMllo mode total dissipation is obtained from 
Equations (2.58) and (2.60) such that  

(This can be compared against the dominant mode, see 
Equation (2.32)). 

For the TE102 cavity, because of the symmetric 
pattern, the surface integrals over the yz and xz walls 
can be obtained over the half-dimension limits and then 
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" l'-c-' multiplied by four. Using Equarfon (2.3) and Figure 8 .) e , 
we have J'(k r) - - = 0 

kc o c  d/2 h . 

giving a minimum a t  r/a = 0.481, rurd P L 2 s  = R llJ (,02sin dydz 

r 1 
0 0  

2 "') dxdy 
z=O (2.63) 0 0  

d/2 a 

oz a 
0 0  

+ ($ H oz s i n  a cos q j d x d d  d 

[s - j Jdkc r ) -  - J0lkc" = o 

(t- + '4 

kc 

giving a maximum at r = 0 and a relative maximum at 
r/a = 0.918. Thus, at r = 0, the maximum field can 
be de5ned in A. normalized dimensions as 

0.981 - H2 
A ! & L R A Z = -  
PL 8 0 

&0 

(2.68) 

For the TE103 mode, Equation (2.57) indicates that 
Thus. for the case of 2a = d, the losses of the yz. xy \ 

if 2a 2 d . 8 "oz  and zx walls are prvportlonal to 2h/a, h/a and 2, 
respectively. 

by using Equations (2.54)-(2.57) and (2.64) to give 
The magnetic fields can be related to the power loss Also. since A, = 2a and Equation (2.53) can be re- 

written as 

2 

(2.65) 4d2 - -  HOZ 

+ d3) + ad(4a +,d ) '1 
'1 

2 2 

(2.66) 16a - -  HOX - 
+ d3) + ad(4a + d ) 

2.3 .3  Optimization and Comparison of the Trans- 
verse Magnetic Fields for the TMllo and TE102 Modes. 
For the TMllO a, Equations (2.50) and ( 2.62) pro- 
vide a rehtlonship between H+ and power loss such that 

(2.67) 

. .. 

(2.69) 

it is clear that a/d < 2 and a/d > 2 ratio8 can be chosen 
to #atis& the resonant condition. Therefore, either 
the H, o r  the Hz component of magnetic field can be 
made to predominate. The optimum dimensions to 
maximize either of these componenta can be determined 
by differentiating Equations (2.65) and (2.66) in a man- 
ner similar to the TE1Ol example. 
To maximize H, we have 

aF + aF da 
d d  da 0 dd 

where F = right hand side of Equation (2.66). and 
da/dd = - 4(a/d)3 from Eqktion (2.53). 

The maximum and minimum conditions obtained for 
sin+ = 1 from 

Analogous to Equation (2.41). the above provides a 
. maximum wlua of magnetia,fidd ( H x ~ )  for a given 

input power when 

are 
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2 

(2.70) 

The TE102 mode optimum (a/d) ratios to provide Hx 
field maxima for given h/&, values, as obtained from 
the solution of Equation (2.70). have been plotted as 
curve B in Figure 3. As before, this proves to have a 
slowly changing characteristic with (a/d) ratios of 
0.875, 0.881 and 0.883 for h/&, values of 0.152, 0.329 
and 0.429, respectively. 
The condition to maximize hz can be obtained by 

differentiating Equation (2.65) which glves 

2 [- 1 + 8 ( 5 )  3 + 4 8 4  = ' 

0 . >  

A 

(2.71) 

The solution of t h i s  equation is plotted as curve C in 
Figure 3; and optimum [a/d) ratios ob 0.315, 0.337 and 
0.344 are obtained f w  h/X, r a lma  of 0.152, 0.329 and 
0.429, respectively. 
The maximum deflection fields, H,M and H m ,  as 

obtained by substituting the optimum (a/d) ratios into 
Equatiolls (2.65) and (2.66) are s b w n  IlqW in Table 
XU. The corresponding magnetic field mmdpa for #e 
TMllo mode and for the 2a = d, TElO2 mode are also 
listed for comparison purposes. 

An interesting feature of the Table IiI data is that, 
unlike the dominant mode examples, th6 circular cavity 
is superior to the rectangular cavity in attaining a 
maximum magnetic field for a given power loss. Also, 
for the TElOa mode it can be noted that the H, field 
combines the advantages of both the higher order and 
dominant modes; namely, a symmetric distribution 
about the beam center-line and the capability of being 
optimized to provide the higher of the two transverse 
field maxima. 

The i n h r c i m g e  of predominance between the TE102 
magnetic field components %x and bZ with increasing 
(a/d) ratios is shown plotted against a/% in Figure 10 
for h& = 0.152. These curves show that the magnetic 
field strengths at the cross-over polnt a h o  = 0.707 
(2a = d) are -35 per  cent lower than the comparable 
%quarett (a = d) TElOl case. (Refer to Table 1.) The 
maximum magnetic field, H,M. which is located at the 
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zy walls (see inset sketch Figure 10). i s  critically 
dependent on the "a" dimension because of its close 
proximity to cut-off for the optimum (a/d) ratio. In 
contrast, the H, component has a relatively broad opti- 
mum and a 5 to 10 per cent higher maxlmum value than 
H,M for the range of h / h  indicated in  Table III. 

It can be shown that the TE102 characteristics are 
reproduced axactly by the orthogonal mode, TE201. 
Repeating the optimization procedures with the substi- 
tutions m = 2, n = 0. and p = 1 in the field equations 
merely results in an interchange of roles between the 
H,, and %z field components. The most favorable 
magnetic field still occurs at the cavity center and ie  
directed parallel to the short side walls, i . e. , the 
direction of beam deflection remains parallel to the 
long walls. 

A scaled comparison of the TMllO and TE102 opti- 
mum magnetic field gradients in the direction of beam 
deflections, H&), Hx(z) and H,(x) is shown in Figure 
11 for h/Xo = 0.329. It ehortld be noted that only half of 
the H4(r) and Hx(z) distributions are shown and these 
fields are symmetric about the maximum intensity 
points located at their respective origihs. r = 0 and 
z = d/2. On the other hand, the Hz(x) distribution 
is shown plotted from the maximum intensity point at 
one wall (x = 0). through the minimum, to H,M at the 
other wall (x = a). The distributions a r e  plotted with 
respect to &, so that field gradients.across the beam, 
for the varlous modes, can be compared with conveni- 
ence. This subject is discussed in section 2.4. 

As before, the choice of mode and cavity dimension, 
for a particular application. can be strongly influenced 
by the Q value which €or these higher orders (compar- 
ing equal frequencies) is usually greater than the 
related dominant mode. 
2.3.4 Evaluation of Stored Energy and Q for the  

and TE103 Modes. For the TMl10 e, using 
F4uations (2.4) and (2.49). the stored energy can be 
expressed as 

a 2 n h  

0 0  0 

a 

0 

* €  2 2  2 
4 . ' . U = - Eo a hJo (k,a) 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

A comparison with Equation (2.42) indicates that the 
dominant mode has 11 per cent lees stored energy a t  
the same frequency and for the same 'h" dimension. 

Substituting Equations (2.73) and (2.62) into (2.5) 
gives 



and using Equation (2.52) 

n g  722 -- QRs = - 
1.64(: + 1) (: + 1) 

(2.74) 

For the TE102 mode, becaaiss the .electric fleld 
Equation (2.54) is the same as for the dominant mode, 
the stored energy expression remains the same as 
Equation (2.45) i.e., 

rahd E 2 
8 0  

u =  - 
(The actual numerical.valuds will, of course', be dif- 
ferent.) Combining this with the power loss Equation 
(2.64) and substituting in Equation (2.5) , we obtain 

4rrahdq 
Q =  r 1 

(a + 2h) + (d + 2h) 
d2 J 

Substituting for &, from Equation (2.53) gives 

3/2 
2h(4a2 + d2) ---I (2.75) 

QRs =T 3 2 2  2h(4a + d3) + ad(4a + d ) ..[ 
The dependence of QRs on cavity length (h&) for the 
TMl10 mode is plotted as curve B in Figure 5. Com- 
parison with curve A shows rn increase in gain of Q 
over the dominant mode for increasing values of %*'. 
A graph of QR, versus a/&, for the TE102 mode and 
h/X, = 0.152 is shown in Figure 10 and indicates a 10 
to 20 per cent increase over the TElol  mode. (See 
Figure 6.) 

Theomtical Q values for the TMllO and optimized 
TE102 cavities are listed i n  Table IVand, for the same 
h/b, can be compared directIy with Table I1 values for 
the TMOIO and TElOl modes. 

2.4 Comparison of Beam Aberration Effects 

Because of the finite size of the beam. it can be 
expected that several factors will contribute to beam 
aberrations. Major among these are 

(a) the magnetic field gradient across the beam in the 
direction of deflection, (This will be both time 
and'epace dependent md as a consequence will 
vary with entry phase engle, degree of deflection 
and transit time.) 

. -. . I  

(t\) the magnetic field gradient across the beam at 
right Uqles to the direction of deflection, (In 
every case this gradient is less than that of the 
optimized maximum dgflecting, magnetic field, 
?:g. ,' &fer Fi&rh, 4, H&, Hx(z), Figure 9. 
Hp), Hr(r) ,  - . .  e?*.) 

(c) .non-cancellation of the velocity modulation effects 
of the longitudinal electric fields, espesqially for 
the peripheral particles, and . 

(d) fringe and leakage fields due to large of incor- 
rectlv shaped beam apertures. 

For a given beam diameter, all of these factors are 
strongly related to the choice of mode and, more par- 
ticularly, to whether or not the deflecting field is 
symmetric about the beam center-line. 

Table V compares the deflecting magnetic field 
gradients across increasing beam 'diameters for  the 
optimized conditions of the previously discussed modes 
and h/ho = 0.329. The results are listed as percentage 
bins of 'We appropriate maxima to cover the.asymmet- 
ric distribution cases, and they disregard the small 
transverge djsplacement of the beam during transit. In 
general the data bears out an intuitive observation that, 
for equal power and frequency and a given ratio of beam 
diameter to free space wavelength, the higher the opti- 
muw value of deflecting magnetic field, the worse the 
gradient across the beam. 

respect to the peak field position, enables the three 
symmetric distributions of Table V to exhibit low aber- 
ration characteristics. For beam diameters up to 
0.15 A, the maximum H gradients are less than 9 per 
cent and as the gradients at  right angles to the beam 
deflection are even lower, it 1s seen that the TMOlo, 
T h l l l ~  qnd H, optimized TElO2 modes are more 
favorably suited for the deflection of large beams than 
the TIClO1 mode. On the other hand, the high 

Avoidance of an off-set beam center-line, with 

(.2M / PL) 
deflection factor of the H, optimized TElOl mode makes 
this a natural choice for small beam applications and 
when r-f power is at a premium. Selection of 1 bunch 
in 6 for linear accelerator injection into synchrotrons is 
an excellent example in  this category because the chop- 
per cavity operates at 1/6 of the fundamental frequency, 
i,e. , the ratio of beam diameter to,the chopper f ree  
space wavelength is reduced by 8 factor of 6. 

sation, due to crossed E and H fielde, is avoided by 
arranging for the beam to traverse the cavity parallel 
to the electric field. For this condition, however, a 
second order defiection effect is introduced by the 
velocity modulating action of the longitudinal electric 
field. For example, consider the higher order  modes 

As discussed in the introductioh, defhction compen- 

. .  . .  
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which provide symmetric field distributions about the 
beam center-line. When the particle reaches the 
center of the cavity, *e deflecting magnetic fleld is a 
maximum, and the equal and oppositely directed E 
fields on either side of the beam fall to zero. on 
entering the cavity, however, the velocity of peripher- 
al particles on one side of the center-line will be 
reduced and on the other side increased. When the 
slower particles reach the center of the cavity, they 
will have been deflected away from the center-line 
more than the faster particles will have been bent I 

towards it. At this point the E fields will mverse; and 
because the slower particles are closer to the region of 
E field maximum, they will experience more voltage 
gain than that required to compensate for their initial 
loss in velocity. Also, thaee partic!es will be entering 
regions of lower magnetic field than the faster parti- 
cles. which will be continuing to deflect towazd reglons 
of higher H fleld and lower (under-compensating) E 
fields. This process will result in a cross-sectional 
focusing force in the plane of deflection. 

The above description applies for particles. in azi- 
muthal positions along the central plane of deflection, 
which pass through the cavity center when the deflecting 
magnetic field is at a maximum. The process will 
change (a) for particles in other azimuthal positions, 
owing to additional cross-product terms giving riee to 
different velocity modulation and transverse forces, and 
(b) with time during the r-f cycle. (This is discussed 
further in Section 3.3. ) 

Beam aberrations during deflaction can also be 
produced by fringe and leakage fields associated with 
the beam apertures in the cavity. With s 
order modes, for example, the use of beam apedares 
which have large dimensions at right angles to the 
paths of the end-cap currents can tau-9 transverse 
electric field patterns to be established across the 
aperture tending to counteract beam deflection. 

Bead perturbation techniques are commonly used to 
evaluate the deflection and aberration characterietics of 
a given cavity design. Although outside the scope of 
this report, some bead perturbation data, relating to a 
TE lo2 mode are shown in Figure 12. The voltage 
transmission characteeristtcs as obtained when a ceram- 
ic bead is drawn down the long luris i s  shown in Figure 
l2(8). The result of a metal bead drawn through the 
cavity parallel to the beam axis at different locations 
within the aperture is shown in Figure 12(b). The 
reduced perturbation effect due to compensation of the 
H and E fields can be clearly noted for the A and C 
positions. 

application of the deflected beam must of course take 
into account space charge forces and intervening pa- 
rameters such a8 type of focusing, length of drift 
space, amount of beam biasing (if any), etc., and will 
depend, therefore, on the partkulak system layout. 

An analysis of the effects of aberration at the point of 

2.5 Comparison of Electric Field Maxima 

Apart from deflection applications, the transverse 
magnetic fleld cavities a n  also be used for r-f signal 
extraction, e.g. , electmn beam position monitoring. 
r-f power generation, etc. A comparison of-the opti- 
mized E field maxlma for various modes is given in 
Table W. If wb assume the factor’ 

is a amstant, then for h/ho = 0.152 the E,M ratio of 
TMl10 to the TMOIO is equal to 0.705. Also, because 
the T M l l O  mode E,M = 0.582 E, (from Section 2.3.1. ) 
and the TMolo mode &M = &, the ratio of TMiio 
to TMolo is equal to 1.21. A scaled comparison of the 
radial variation of Ez for these two modes is shown 
plotted in Figure 13. Location of beam apertures in the 
end walls of these cavitie8, at the peak field positions, 
will of course modify these ideal distributions and should 
be taken i n 9  account in kam interaction analysis. 

3. Beam Deflection and Aberration Calculations 

For the purpose of consistency, the following analy- 
sis will use the same co-ordinates as fa Section 2 .  
Conaidering the TM110 cavity, for example, the initial 
beam path lies along the *k*’ axis and the €I$ field will 
cause deflection in the @Y@ direction as shown in 
Figure 14. On this basis, we wish to determine the 
transverse displacement and momentum of a particle 
nt z = h. i. e., the p h e  of departure. A knowledge of 
the axlai velocity (PeC) and drift length (S) then enables 
the total deflection ( x )  to be computed. 

3.1 Beam Deflection Derlved from Stmplifted 
Equation of Motion 

From Figure 14, the transverse momentum @,) 
gatned during a small interval of time may be written 

(3.1) 

where €I@ is the effective transverse magnetic fleld 
experienced by an axial particle while travereing a 
distance, 

Az = PecAt (3.2) 

h 

. ‘ . m i  = e p s  HOMsinfo + =)dz ’eAo 
0 

where 
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* I .  

T = transit time correction factor , 

eo is the phase of the magnetic field corresponding to 
the particle arrival time at the entry plane z = 0 (for a 
convention of peak magnetic field at 0 = r/2 when the 
particle is at the center of the cavity), and eT is the 
transit angle given by 

. 

(3.5) 

Tbe reduction factor applled to H M due to the transit 
time correction will be minimize3 by optimum aelection 
of the entry phase angle such that 

e 
n T  e = - - -  

0 2  2 

Substituting this into Equation (3.4) and using Equation 
(3 .5 )  

2 t TM = 7 sin 2 
T I' 

nh sin - 'eAo .* .TM 5 - 
'e'o xh (3.7) 

me transverse velocity can now be expressed in terms 
of the most favorable magnetic field condition by using 
Equations (3.3) and (3.7) giving 

, .  
Defining the deflection angle (a) as 

i 
'ec 

tana = - 9 (3.9) 

- 
(3.11) 

(3.12) nh x 
. * . x  = 2.35 x 10 '~  2 (s + i ) ~ ~ ~ S i ~  - 

Y 'e'o 

For a given sy8tem geometry and a knowledge of HQM. 
as obtained from Section 2, Equation (3.12) provides a 
convenient and reasonably accurate method of determin- 
ing the beam deflection. 

3.1.1 Generalized Beam Deflection Equations in 
Terms of Drive Power and Cavity Wmensions. Equa- 
tion (3.12) may be expressmi in the more general 
terms of r-f power and cavity dimensions by making 
the appropriate substitution for the magnetic field 
strength. 

For the TM110 mode, substituting from Equations 
(2.68) and (2.52) gives 

r 4 2  

x = 2.98 x 1 0 f q )  sin - nh 
Rs 0.61 + - 'eAo 

0 

(3.13) 

For a copper cavity. 

and Equation (3.13) may be writtan 

r 11/2 

x = 44.3 x 10-4 ( ' 1 9 r L A a l : ]  - sin - 
0.61 +r 

0 

For a frequency of 2856 MHz and assuming a practical 
€2 10 per cent lower than the theoretical value, Equa- 
tion (3.14) becomes, 

29.9h 
,, sin - meter 

e .  rrh P A 
-4 2 tanu = 2.35 x 10 .y  H+Msin E (3.10) ' 

For the optimized H , ~ I  LE101 e. substituting 
from Table I for h/Ao = 0.152 enables Equation (3.12) Also; from Figure 14, the d e f l d n  angle can k,, 

expressed a8 - ' to be written 



(3.16) 

which for a copper cavity becomes 

(" 3 ( 1 / 2 y  sin - 0.479 

pLAo @e 
x = 65.7 x 

(3.17) 

A i  2856 MHz, assuming a IO per cent reduction in the 
theoretical value of Q. for h = 0.016m Equation (3.17) 
becomes, 

-4 s + 0.008 x = 35.5 x 10 -- 1/2 sin 0.479 meter ( y ) p L  @e 

(3,18) 

For the optimized H,M TE102 mode and a value of 
h/&, = 0.152, substituting from Table III enables 
Equation (3.12) for a copper cavity to be written 

(3.19) 

For 2856 MHz and a 10 per cent reduction of theoretical 
Q, Equation (3.19) becomes 

0.479 

@e 
(3.20) x = 26.9 x 10 

For other values of h/Ao, the H,M or %M substitutlons 
can be interpolated from the Table I o r  Table III data. 
Graphs of beam deflection veraus dsfft distance for a 

2856 MHz, TMllo copper cavity (Equation (3.15)) 
having h/Ao values of 0.152 and 0.329 a re  shown plotted 
in Figere 15 for electron energies of 70 and 150 keV 
and a peak input r-f power level of 4 kW. It can be 
noted that the 70 and 150 keV beams have equal trans- 
verse displacements, at S = 14 em, for  cavities with 
h/Ao of 0.152 and 0.329, respectively. Furthermore, 
unlike the 150 keV beam, the deflection of the 70 keV 
beam will actually be reduced when a cavity having the 
larger h/ko value is employed. Tbese effects are due 
?a an inter-relation between the particle transit @me 
and transverse momentum at emergence from the 
cavity. 

The data indicates that the Figure 15, h/Ao values 
will not produce maximum deflection for a given r-f 
input power and that an optimization procedure should 

be applied to the overail trajectory in order to obtain 
the ideal value of h / h  for a given beam energy and 
drift length. 

3.1 .2  Optimization of the Dimension to Produce 
Maximum Deflection for  a Given Drift Length and Beam 
Energy. For the TMllO m, substituting for  H,+M 
from &patton (2.58) into Equation (3.12), differentiating 
wfth rcrepect to W', and equating to zero, we obtain 

r 1 

h (a + h) s = - - -  (3.21) 277 ' t h  ( a  + h)cotan- - I + -  
@eAo V O  

Tht opttmum "h" dimension to provide maximum 
deflection for a given input r-f power may be deter- 
mined from the solution of Equation (3.2 1) for a given 
drift length, beam energy and operating frequency. As 
Xo = 1.64s, for the TMllo mode, a t  a frequency of 
2856 MHz Equation (3.21) may be reduced to 

h 0.064 + h. 
29.9 h (3 * 22) S I - - -  

- I + -  59'8 (0.064 + h)cotan - 
@e @e 

For the TI3102 mode, the deflection Equation (3.12) 
may be wdtten 

A 

Unlike the TMllO mode, however, this relationship 
involves two dependent variables, ttdlt and '%'I , and x 
will be a maximum if 

But, 

(3.24) 
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A s  before, Equation (3.24) is satisfied by 
(2.70) which may be re-written a6 

. Equation and 

2 

where 'ka" is a function of "d" given by Equation (2.53). 

Also, for 8x/Bh = 0, from Equation (3.23) we obtain 

(3,261 

9 

and differentiating Equation (2.66) with rbspect to 
gives 

the combined solution of which provides the optimum 
relationship between drift length and TEloi  cavity '91" 
dimension. 

Solutions of the TElOl Equations (3.29) and (3.30).  
the TMllo Equation (3.22) and the TElO2 Equations 
(3.25) and (3.28) are shown in Figure 16 for an opera- 
tional frequency of 2856 MHz. Optimum %" values 
have been plotted against drift distance for Be values of 
0.4759, 0.5584, and 0.6343, corresponding to beam 
energies of 70, 105 and 150 keV, respectively. As an 
example, for the TMllO mode and a given input r-f 
power, maximum deflection of 70, 105 and 150 keV 
beams will be produced at the end of a 20 cm drift length 
with cavity "h"va1ues of 2.42. 2.82. and 3.20 cm, 
respectively. 

The Figure '16 graphs reveal that the optimum Yh" 

5 a h  = L($) 2HxM 32a2 (4a3 4 d3) values extend over a broad range, dependent on the 
beam energy and drift space length. For design pur- 
poses, therefore, it is of interest to determine how the 
beam deflection is affected by departure from these 
optima, due to a mechanical o r  Q value restriction o r  a 
major change in beam e n e m .  Thfs is indicated by the 
graphs of beam deflection versus cavity %*' dimension 
shown plotted in Figure 17 for the above mentioned 
beam energies and a fixed drift distance of 20 cm . 
These examples were computed for 2856 MHz copper 
cavities having 90 per cent of the theoretical Q value and 
an input r-f power level of 4 kW. The deflection reduc- 
ing influence of the beam apertures on the cavity fields 
wae not taken In to  account.. 

particular value in certain beam deflection applications: 
namely, that for a given mode nnd a given value of "h". 
the beam energy can be varied as much as two to one 
while the beam deflection remains essentially constant,  
e.g. in the TMllo mode, for S = 20 cm and h = 3.28cm. 

. , , .. 
-1 

[2h(4a3 + d y  4 ad(4a2 + d2)] 
(3.27) 

Substituting for aHxM/ah from Equation (3.27) into 
Equation (3.26) and re-arranging we obtain 

The Figure 17 curves also depict an aspect which is of 
![Zh((.' + d3) + d2) atn 2 

(3.28) # . . h e  3 
2 ,  - [la(U' 6') &@a2 d2] co. a - (4.' + d3).la .k 

* *A0 *a'., JO'O 

The solution of Equation (3.28), after substituting for 
from Equation (3.25), provides the optimum rela- 

tionship between the drift length and the TE102 cavity 
dimension to produce maximum deflection for a 

given beam energy and system frequency. 

For the TElOl s. a similar procedure as that 
used for the TE102 care yield&-. 

x changes by only 2 2- 1/2 per cent as the beam energy 
is varied over the range 70 to 150 keV. 

3.2 Equations of Motion Including the Effects of 
Magnetic and Electric Field Variation Along 
the Deflection Trajectory of the Particle 

The simplified preceding analysis disregarded the 
spatial variation of the deflecting magnetic field expert- 
enced by the particle during divergence from trajecto- 
ries initially directed perpendicular to the region of 
maximum deflecting magnetic field. With the transit 
times normally encountered in  practical devices, the 
correction to the magnitude of the deflection due to this 

(3.29) 

spatial variation is of little consequence. On the other 
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t 

x p n =  p 

hand, if  it is necessary to investigate changes in beam 
cross-section during deflection, allowance must be 
made for the spatial and temporal variations of all the 
field components. This is particularly the case for 
beams which have relatively large cross-sections with 
respect to the cavity free space wavelength. 

Qualitative contributions to beam aberration, due to 
the electric fields, have been discussed in Sectlon 2.4. 
Apart from the longitudinal electric field effects, how- 
ever, all of the particles undergoing deflection will 
experience additional velocity modulation contributions 
due to forces which arise from the transverse velocity 
cross products. Also, for particlee which are remote 
from the centrally located transverse plane passing 
through the region of peak deflecting magnetic field, the 
cross product velocity modulation effects will be accom- 
panied by focusing (and defocueing) forces, i.e,, the 
orthogonal magnetic fleld components give rise to 
orthogonal transverse displacements as well as velocity 
modulating forces. 

Z z - 
V cp 2 

V V r 

r cp HZ 
H 

3 ~ 2,l Cylindrical and Rectangula r Cartesian Co- 
ordinate Systems. For a single electron (e = - q) 
traveling at velocity 1 through electric (EJ and magnetic 
fields (2 = pHJ the equation of motion may be written 

dt (ymov)  = e E + v x r,l (3.31) 1 d E- - 
h Cylindrical ~o-ordinates, 

therefore 

Far the left hand side of Equation (3.31) , because y is a 
variable 

d v  
dt (Ymov) = TZ (rm,) + y m  Q - dt (3.33) d d - 

and since 

v = f V ,  + $ J v +  + z v  
Z - 

we obtain 

(Ym,) + Ym - (3.34) o "'.I dt 

Equating Equation (3.34) to (3.32) and substituting 

gives 

- 2  - d (ymok) = e br + p rHZ$ - p  H i + ymor$ (3.35) 
dt 0 1 

1 d - dt (ymor24)  = e[rE @ - pri'Hz + #rHr i  (3.36) 

d 
(Ymoi 

Also, since 

Y ' [ l  

= .[Ez + p i H  - pr&Hr] (3.37) 
9 

- 1/2 
i 2  + i.2 2 + r2P]  

(3.38) 
C 

expanding the derivativ?s and multiplying Equation 
(3.35) by i, (3.36) by cp and (3.37) by i, and then add- 
ing. leads to 

* e  Y = - v * E  2 -  - m c  
0 

.'. c = -e[?Er + r 4 E  + iEz] (3.39) 2 + m c  
0 

Substituting Equation (3.39) into the expanded derivatives 
of Equations (3.35), (3.36) and (3.37), and for the 
TMO10, TMllo modes letting 

E = E r = H Z = O  9 
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(3.49) gives the following equations (which can be solved 
numerically) : 

e 
m 

, . . ~  > .. 
y z  + i + =  - - Pi :ix 

0 

A l s o ,  since 

- 1/2 
y I  ['-Xi + i2 2 + 2 1  

C 
(3.41) +=e [.Hr T 7 r E z j  i - 

r rmoY C 
(3.50) 

and the above equation8 become 

(3.51) 

- 
E i  y = -  e 

m c  2 z  
0 

I ( 3 . 4 3 )  

In rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates 

(3.53) 

With initial conditions, io, is. Vo, xo, yo, zo and, for 
example, with a paraxial beam. 

- V  H )+pX(vzHx-v H ) + ~ Z ( V  H - v  H ) 
=rx(vyHz z x z  X Y  Y X  

and Equation (3.31) can be wri#g2? 

(3.44) d 
+ CI ( v , , ~ ~  - V,H,,I] 

yo - yo *f" vo - Yo 

the above equations can be solved numerically for a 
given time dependence of the sinusoidal fields. 

3.2.2 Relationship of Spatial Co-ordinates with R-F 
Field Time Dependence. Tbe TE102 mode will be the 
only case discuase,d in this section, but since the 
relationship ie common to 
can be readily applied to the other modes of interest. 

and (2.56) by a complex time dependence we obtain 

configurations the results 

Multiplying the TE102 field Equations (2.54).  (2.55) 

; i ~  d (Ymovz) = e k z  + P (vxHy - ;Hx)] (3.46) 

For the TE101, TE102 modee. 

E x = E z = H  - 0  
Y 

a d 
and letting 

v = k ,  v = j f  and v = i  

the Equations (3.44). (3.45). and (3.46) & be written 

X Y Z 

(3.47) e .  

y x  + ;+ = 2 m PiHZ 
0 

- sin *x sin sin f(t) (3.54 - A Hoz a d 
0 

RX zi72 - - Hoz cos - sin - cos f(t) 
, .  a . d  (3.55) 
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. r x  2 r z  sin - cos - H X = Rt(-  Hoz a d 

f X  2nz - - - -  2a sin - cos 7 COS f(t) (3.56) 
d Hoz a 

Referring to the co-ordinate system shown in Figure 
8(b), and defldng a positive Hx deflecting field in the 
center of the caviQ for the first  half cycle, then, to 
satisfy the conditions, 

Hx > 0 for 

Hx < 0 

HZ < 0 

x = a  H z < O  

HZ > 0 

d 3d . - < z < -  4 4 
i I 

d 3d O < z < -  - < z < d  4 O  4 

. I  

d o c z . ( -  2 

d - < z < d  2 

d o < z c -  2 

d - < z < d ,  2 

and, choosing the upper sign, 

giving 

d n 
E e Ofor 0 < z < -  and 0 < wt < -  Y 2 2 '  

and 

d n - < z < d  and O < w t < -  2 2 '  E > 0 for 
Y 

3,3 Aberration Computations for Large Beam Cross- 
Sections and Deflections 

The results of applying the Section 3.2 equations to 
TElOl and TE102 copper onvittes are dlscuassd below. 
The parameters chosen for  these examples were 
~ ,=0 .105m,  P~=4kw, S=0.20m, beam diameters of 
0.1 x0 and 0.2 A,, and beaM energies of 70 and 150 keV. 

The computations were based on an initially cylindrical 
beam having negllgible apace charge; and xm allowance 
was made for fteld perturbation due b the beam aper- 
tures. 

3.3.1 Beam Energy and Cross-Section Variations at 
a Given Drift Distance for TElO2 Mode Deflections. 
Figure 18 shows beam cross-section diagrams for 8ev- 
eral defleotion examples and an initially parallel beam 
of circular cmse-section which enters the central 
region of a "E102 cavity, directed along the 'Iyl' axis 
(Figure ab), perpendicular to the & and Hy fields. The 
dlagrame were constructed with the position of the 
deflected central ray (No. I), for each case, normalized 
to a common point. 

The cross-aections marked A show the aberration 
effects at the end of a 20 cm drift distance for a 70 keV. 
0.2 X, diameter beam and dimensions of 1.6 m d  
2.4 cm. The diagrams marked B compare 70 and 
150 keV, 0.1 X, and 0.2 A, diameter beams for a 20 cm 
drift l q t h  and optimum value6 of "h". The cross- 
sections A and B are for particles which reach the 
center of the cavity (y = h/2) when the deflecting magnet- 
i c  field (Hx) passes through peak positive and negative 
values, respectively. 

A feature which I s  common b ail cases is an elliptic 
distortion of the beam cross-section due to a net focus- 
ing force in the plane of deflection and a weak defocusing 
force in the orthogonal plane. Furthermore, it can be 
noted that the centroid of charge (assuming an initially 
syinmetric radial distribution) has  a tendency to migrate 
outward in the direction of deflection. as indicated by 
the modifled location of the initial vertical central plane 
shown on the B cross-sections. 

The focusing effect and centroid migratlon. in  the 
directton of deflection, are cauaed predominately by 
velocity modulation forces due to E,, and ipHx variations 
as integrated over the deflection trajectory of the parti- 
cle (0 5 y 5 h). The weak defocusing force arises 
mainly from the off-axis ( x # a/2) cross product com- 
ponent y p Hz. The beam energy variations for several 
of the Figure 18 orbit examples are listed in Table M 
together with deflection values based on the theoretical 

The Table M entry langxes and transit times corre- 
spond to maximum deflection conditions, and the data 
will, of course, be modified for other times during the 
r-f cycle. Wam energy information of this nature when 
integrated over the r-f cycle and combined with the 
charge distribution enables the beam coupling charac- 
teristics of the mode to be evaluated. 

Q .  

3.3.2 Mode Beam Deflection Aberration 
Characteristics. The TElOl mode aberration effects 
for 70 and 150 kaV deflected beams of 0.1 and 0.2 ?io 

diameter are shown in Figure 19. The initial beam 
conditions were chosen as in Section 3.3.1, however, 
in order to take advantage of the peak Hz deflecting.field 
(see Figure 2(b)), the "y" directed beam was off-set 
such that the outer periphery (orbit No. 4) was located 
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close to the d d e  wall. To avoid beam collision with the 
cavity wall, due to deflections of approximately 2 mm 
within the cavity, the entry position of &e beam was 
based on entry co-ordinates for drbit No..4 of ' - .. 
xo = 0.0025 m and zo = d/2 for all examples. h order 
to illustrate overlap characteristics of the large diame- 
ter beam, the deflection cross-section diagrams A, B 
and C of Figure 19 were constructed directly from the 
deflection values; and unlike the case of Figure 18 these 
values were not normalized to a common point. 

For entry angles (wb) ,  which produce maximum par- 
ticle deflectlon in the -x direction (a peak positive Hz 
fleld when the beam reaches the center of the cavity), 
the cross-section diagrams marked A show a oonsider- 
able defocusing especially in the direction of deflectlon. 
Ihe B diagrams, corresponding to the "straight ahead" 
condition with entry phases of ( w b  + n / 2 ) ,  also exhibit 
this defocusing characteristic but to a lesser degree. 

Unlike A and B, the C diagrams at the other deflection 
extremity (ut0 + n) indicate the presence of strong 
focusing forces in the direction of deflection. The orig- 
inal circular cross-section of 0.2 A,, diameter trans- 
forms through an elliptic stage, shown at S = 10 cm, 
into a grossly distorted profile at S = 20 cm. This 
effect is due to the relatively large area occupied by the 
beam with the cavity. The No. 2 orbit being in a low 
deflecting magnetic field environment gains leas than 
half of the transverse momentum received by the No. 4 
orbit. In the case of the '10 keV beam, this difference 
is suffident to cause a deflection cross-over p&r to 
traversal of the 20 cm dritt distance. The wide spread 
in emergent energy, caused by large electric fleld 
gradients due to the off-set beam geometry, also con- 
tributes to the profile distortion. 

Figure 19 beam cross-section examples are listed in 
Table VDU for different times during the r-f cycle. 

As predicted by the Table V.data, the TElOl mode 
compares very unfavorably with the TE102 mode for 
deflection of large diameter beams. The Figure 19 
0.2 X, beam diameter examples sbow that at one ex- 
tremity of the sweep (4) even though the No. 4 orbit 
deflection is much greater than the entry beam diameter 
the resulting defocueing is sufficient to cause overlap 
with the straight d e a d  beam position ( w b  + d 2 ) .  At 
S = 2 0 c m a n i n i t i a l 2 . 1  cmdiameterrpreadsto4.63 
and 4.20 crn &I the direction of deflection for 70 and 

. 150 keV beams. respectively. Even though,the deflected 
beam charge density is considerably .reduced in the 
overlap reglon, as indicated by the displacement of the 
centroid plane, aberratioa of thta type would be, Wac- 
cftptable for applications which require oomplete cut-off. 
On the other hand, at th6 other deflection extremity 
(ot, + n) the strong r-f focusing and velocity modulation 
characteristics may well be exploited (within the bounds 
of space charge) by lncorporation of the cavity in an 
appropriate system. 

Beam energy and deflection values for several of the 

3.3.3 TElo l  and TE102 Beam Loading Characteris- 
tics Duripg Deflection. Values of emergent beam total 
energy at various times during the r-f cycle for the 
TElOl and TE102 cavity examples of Figures 19 and 18 
are listed in Tables IX and X, respectively. The listed 
valuis (applicable to 70 keV entry energy) indicate the 
manner in which energy is t m i $ f e k M  between the r-f 
fields and the various beam trajectories. Thus, by 
appropriately weighting the orbital data in accordance 
with a given cros8-sectional charge distribution, i t  is 
possible to determine the beam loading characteristics 
of the system. 
Thq apparent net i n c r q s e  in m m  energy for these 

examplUi 'suggests positive begm loading conditions and 
supports the theory tbat beam induced deflection fields 
can be, readily established under bunched beam condi- 
tions. This is of particular interest when considering 
the TdM11 pulse break-up mode in linear accelerator 
structures; and the above technique provides a means of 
studying the starting-up and energy transfer mechanisms 
for this phenomenon. This is especially applicable to 
the case of band edge interaction' where the vp = c line 
intersects higher pass band w-P curves in close prox- 
imity to the zero group velocity cut-off point (Pd = A). ~ 

Under these conditions small transverse deflection fields 
can be produced by the beam in individual cavities within 
a waveguide section; as distinct from the regenerative 
backward wave mechanism. Short interval steps in 
azimuthal rotation of the deformation plane (tuning plung- 
ers) during waveguide tuning. as performed on some high 
current and long waveguide designs, will tend to avoid 
mode polarization and prevent this transverse disturb- 
ance from coherently coupling to the beam within subse- 
quently located identical design sectlone. More powerful 
suppression techniques include (a) differential absorption 
of the higher order modes by internal loading o r  coupling 
into external loads and (b) the use of structures which 
possess higher order mode split pass-band characteris- 
tics in the vicinity of the vp = c intercept. 

3.4 Some Selected Examples of Transverse Magnetic 
Deflection Cavities 

A detailed discussion relating to applications of the 
cavities presented in this section may be found else- 
where: Figure 20 shows a typical TE102 S-band 
chopper cavity and gun anode assembly for an injector 
chopper-prebuncher system. A loaded Q of 800 (with 
critical coupling) was obtained with this cavity by using 
non-magnetic steel for five of the wall surfaces and 

.OFHC copper (anode plate) for the other. The cooling 
tubes, r-f input coupler and tuner (bellows) are clearly 
indicated. Water jets for anode cooling and magnet 
pole pieces'for d-c-biasing of the beam ate located in 
the apertures around the periphery of the anode plate. 

Figure 21(a) shows two end caps and an integral block 
assembly which contains two TE10~.cavities oriented at  
right angles to each other. The patterns on the inner 
gurfaces are multipactor suppreesion grooves. The 
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tungsten screen beam traces depicted in Figure 21(b) 
were obtained by driving these cavities in phase quad- 
rature to provide (a) r-f rotation of a transmitted 120 
keV, 3A unchopped beam and @) bunch monitoring of 
the beam after being subjected to progressively 
increased chopping action produced by a separate 
TEIo2 cavity similar to that shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 22 shows a 476 MHz, TEIOl chopper cavity 
for 1 bunch in 6 selection as used in the infection sys- 
tem of a 2856 MHz linear accelerator for synchrotron 
injection. The beam aperture, located in a region of 
maximum transverse magnetic field, ,can be noted at 
the periphery of the cavity. 

The author wishes to thank his colleagues for their 
encouragement and support during the course of these 
projects and Varian AsSOCiate8 for permission to pre- 
sent this material. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON O F  OPTIMIZED H FIELD MAXIMA 

FOR THE TMO10 AND TElO1 MODES 

I I TMolo I T E I O l  

TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF Q VALUES FOR THE TMOl0 AND TEIOl MODES 

Q in copper at f = 2856 MHz QR* h 

AO Optimum Optimum 
- ,  

TMO1O T E I O l  TMolo T E I O l  

0.152 129.0 123.1 t 9250 8825 

0.329 209.5 195.0 15000 14000 

0.429 239.5 221.0 17 160 15800 
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I . -  QR. 

OpUmum TElm 

T'l10 HzM HxM 

144.2 127.6 141.7 

252.8 208.8 244.7 

298.1 240.1 286.8 

Qln copper a1 2856 MHz 

T'110 

10340 

18120 

21370 

- 
8 - 
- 
m.wi  

3. G0:I 

1.607 

1.007 

1.013 

1.015 

I .  707 

1.707 

I. 707 

- 

- 

- 

?lo 

- -  h a  Ao- '@MAofi 

0.112 0.610 1.463. 

0.329 0.610 1.310' 

0.429 0.610 1.246. 

0.152 

0.329 

0.428 

0.152 

6.329 

O.42D ' j  

. .  

i .  

1 I 

0.315 

O.:i:l7 

0.344 

0.875 

0.881 

0.883 

0.500 

0.500 

0.500 

~ 

I .R7G 

1.7H9 

l.?Gi 

1.152 

1.150 

1.149 

TABLE I V  

COMPARISON OF Q VALUES mn THE T M ~ ~ ~  AND TE;;: MOQES 

1.351. I 0.851 

1.170. 0.7w* 

1.0!)5* 0.754 

0.816 1.42H' 

0.726 1.278' 

0.6% 1;211* 

b 
A 
- 
0 

1.414 ' 1.230 

1.414 1.086 

1.414 I 1.024 

0.152 

0.32D 

0.420 

1.230 

1.086 

1.024 

TMO1O* TEIOl I TEtOl TY110* -102 B a r n  H (r) HzS,lx) b = d )  HwW HIM(* 

Hx 49 

0. 05Ao 0 . 8  2 .8  2 . 7  1.0 3.7 

0. 10Ao 3.2 12.5 10.0 3 .5  l3.S 

0. 'So 7.3 28.0 21 .8  8.0 28.1 

0.20A 17.0 49 .0  31.4 14.5 49.2 

R e L U v a H -  0.753 1.OOO 6.895 0.814 0.727 
Wnu 

. -  
" t  .a 

-rElQ2' 
HXMW 

1.2 

4.0 

8.4 

14.8 

0.794 

.. . 



TABLE VI 
COMPARISDN OF OPTIMIZED E FIELD MAXlhlA 

1 

Enlry 
Angle 

dl )O 9 3.3 

3.3 

4 .a 

4 4  

1 ~ 5 . 3  

r %& 1 

L - 
TMOIO Twllo T E I O l  T o 2  TEIM 

lorHLM lornrM IorH rM 

0.152 2.401 1.691 2.202 1.645 1.596 

0.329 2.083 1.524 1 . ~ ~ 9  1.470 1.410 

6,429 1.950 1.449 1.774 1.392 1.330 

TAULE VI1 

COMPARISON OF TEloZ MOUE 0EFLECTY)N AND 

DEAH ENERGY mu VARIOUS BEAM m s i m o N s  

V,= 7 0 k c V  1 
d l a =  O . l A ,  11 

13 

Vo= 70 keV 2 

13 

n 

V, 2 7 0  kcV 1 
din i. 0. l A o  

13 - 

I 

zo 
@nil 

li.04 
6.57 
5.52 

6.  n4 
7.09 
6.04 
4 . 9 9  

8 .  BI 
5.56 
5.51 

6 .04  
1.09 
5.04 
1.99 

S. 04 
i. 57 
5.52 

- 

- 

- 
h 

Y '7 - 
69.95 
64.01 
76.11 

69.95 

G9. 9s 
82.01 

149.94 
142.39 
157.61 

149.93 
135.54 
149.93 
164.84 

69.95 
76. I 1  
ti4.01 

58.71 

y - h  

7 1 . X  
71.UG 
71.56 

71.24 
72.90 
71.24 
72 .36  

151.94 
152.29 
151.84 

151.76 

151.76 
151.9Y 

71.36 
71.56 
71.86 

i5z.n3 

E = w  FeV) 
hrrqxrxHnt 

to j 

69.48 
70.22 
69.69 

69.52 
71.70 
69.52 
70.81 

148.47 
149.19 
148.50 

148.60 

148.60 
149.26 

69.411 
69.69 
70.22 

t w . 4 ~  

Uter DC(lrcU0a 

9.21 
9.51 
8.65 

9.05 
9.59 
9.05 
7.81 

8.74 

8.16 
e. 12 

n. 62 
9.31 
8.62 
t .37  

Edt7 
S I e  - 

rt )O=8.: 

8.a 

8.8 

8.5 

90.2 

98.1 

188.5 

- 

TABLE VIU 
COMPARISON OF TElO1 MODE DEFLEC'IYON AND 

BEAM ENERGY FOR VARIOUS BEAM POSI'IYONS 

Electron 
Beam 

'.tmme(crr 

= 70 keV 
la=O.lAo 

= 70 keV 
8 r 0 . 2 A 0  

o=lSOkeV 
a =  O . l A o  

150 Lev 
a=0.2Ao 

,, = 70 key  .' 0.2k0 

D =  150 kcV 
8 0.2 A,, 

,= 150 keV 
8 = O.Z& 

4 0.25 73.38 
8 0.77 00.47 
1 1.30 82.33 
7 0.77 80.47 
6 0.77 80.62 

5 1.30 W.36 
2 2 . 3 5  96.91 
3 1.30 86.36 

4 0 .25  154.18 
8 0.77 162.85 
1 1.30 171.09 
7 0.77 162.85 
6 0 . 7 7  163.03 

5 1 . 3 0 ~ 1 6 9 . 9 l  
2 2 . 5 5  182.42 
3 1.30 169.91 

4 0 . 2 5  66.36 
5 1.30 51.22 

1 1.30 50.16 

4 0.25 145.52 
5 1.30 126.78 
2 2 . 3 5  112.13 
1 1 .30  125.44 

4 0 .25  145.64 
5 1.30 130.82 
2 2 .35  119.76 
1 1.30 129.73 

2 2 .35  m . 4 2  

I 

71.92 
71.85 

71.85 
71.51 

72.38 
75.04 
72.58 

152.62 
152.03 
151.92 
152.03 
152.09 

152.19 
151.6R 

64 .  OS 
39.57 
29.24 
38.28 

142.73 

84.78 
106.17 

,153.47 
155.45 
158.11 
155.95 

72. i o  

1 5 1 . 6 ~  

ion. 35 

68.75 
68.98 
70.43 
68.98 
68.97 

70.31 
74.51 
70.31 

147.04 
147.11 
148.08 
147.11 
147.04 

M R .  i n  
151.30 
1411. IH 

64.07 
39.54 
29.22 
38.24 

142.72 

84.17 
106.14 

148.12 
152.53 
157.46 
162.81 

108.32 

Beam Posltlom 
Altar DeflecUa 
8ts  = 20 em 

x km) 

-3.87 
-3 .12 
-2,u 
-3.12 
-3.17 

-1.93 
0 .76  

-1.93 

-3.19 
-2.44 
-1.53 
-2,44 
-2 ,49  

-1.37 
1 .01  

-1,37 

0,39  
1.77 
2 .72  
1.83 

0.27 
1.46 
2 . 5 1  
1.49 

3 .61  
3 .72  
3 .49  
3. e4 

Cavlh dlmanniar.  a = O.OBllm, d - 0.10m and h = 0.023m lor lhe 70 keV examples. rad 
8 = 0.0619m. d = O . M m  and h = 0.0309m lor lhe IS0 keV enamplea. 

Cavlly dimcnsionn. a = 0 .  IWX m. d :  0 121lRm and h = O.UZ4lm for the 70 keV examples. 
and a = 0 In&( m. d = 0 I207 m and h - 0 . 0 3 2 m  for lhe 150 keV examplee. 



75.04 

29.24 

81.29 

134.53 

72.38 71.92 72.38 

39.57 64.08 39.57 

76.38 72.84 76.38 

110.30 80.07 110.30 

r 

Beam 
Diameter 

. I A  
0 

1 I 

Entry 
Angle 

"'0 

uto 4 4 2  

OrbitNo. 1 10 11 12 

71.36 71.33 71.86 71.33 

71.35 71.31 84.52 71.31 

13 

'71.56 

58.85 

.2  A. 

"to + 3742 

"5 
wto 4 n/2 

wt + 17 

wto + 3n/2 
0 

~~ ~ 

71.36 

71.35 

71.36 

71.35 

71.24 

71.22 

71.24 

71.22 

TABLE D( 

VARIATION OF BEAM ENERGY WITH TIME 

DURING THE R-F CYCLE FOR THE TEIOl MODE 

-~ 
Total Beam Energy (keV) Figure 19 Entry 

Angle 
~~~ 

Orbit  No. 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5  

"to + d 2  

"to + 3 d 2  

1 1:4r 72.70 

38.28 

77.01 

112.76 

Pig. l ( a )  C i r c u l a r  cyl indrical  cavity mde. 
m P 

I Figure 18 Total Beam Energy (keV) 

I wto A n 1 71.36 171.33 171.56 171.33 171.86 I 
58.85 71.31 ' 84.52 

~~~~ 

Orbit No. 1 I 2 4 6 8 

72.90 

97.09 

72.36 

48.24 - 

71.24 

71.22 

71.24 

71.22 

72.36 

48.24 

72.90 

97.09 

Fig. l(b) Rectangular waveguide cavity TElol d e .  
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Fig. ll. Oradienta of optimized mqpetlc iie1d.o In 

th direction of beam deflection for so 
and mlm opdaa. 

Fig. 13. R d i a l  dependence of l6ngitud;lnsl electric 
field (EZ) for the and 5 plodall. 

V 
Pig. 14. %o cavity and beam deflection path6. 

329 

Fig. 15. cavity beam deflection vcrsull 
drift length. 
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Fig. 16. RLr0, TElol and TELm optimum "h" di- 
inension v e r ~ ) ~ ~  drift length for varioue 
beam energies at 2856 MKz. 

Fig. 17. Beam deflection versus "h" dimannlon for Fig. 18. &am crone-section variationn 
for "Elw cavity daflections. a given drift length a& input R-F power 

end varioua beam energies. 
, y.n*w .__ 

cavity 


